
Katsushika Hokusai 

1760 – 1849 

 

Katsushika Hokusai was born in Edo (now Tokyo), Japan. His father is believed to have been 
Nakajima Ise, the mirror-maker for the shogun. Hokusai began drawing at the age of six. When he 
was twelve he began an apprenticeship at a wood-carver, learning to make woodblock-printed 
books. When he was eighteen he began training in the Shunsho studio to make ukiyo-e prints.  

In 1793, he got kicked out of that studio by Shunsho’s successor. He started to explore other types 
of art. He was influenced by the limited exposure he had to French and Dutch copper engravings. 
This is when he changed the subject of his paintings to landscapes and images of daily life. 

He went by over 30 names throughout his career. Katshushika Hokusai means “North Studio in the 
area of Katsushika.” One of his final names was “Gakyo Rojin Manji,” which means “The Old Man 
Mad about Art.” By the end of his life, he’d moved 93 times. This was because he hated to clean, so 
he’d just let the places he lived get dirtier and dirtier. And when they got too disgusting, he’d move. 

Hokusai was a master showman. At a festival in 1804, he created a portrait of a Buddhist priest that was 
600 feet long, using a broom and buckets of ink. He also entered a contest with another artist at the 
court of the Shogun Ienari. He painted a blue line on the paper, and then dipped a chicken’s feet in red 
paint and chased it across the paper. He called it a painting of the Tatsuta River, with floating maple 
leaves. He won the contest. 

He created his masterwork, Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji, from 1826-1833. These sold so well that he 
actually made forty-six views.  

 

“From the age of six, I had a passion for copying the form of things and since the age of fifty I have 
published many drawings, yet of all I drew by my seventieth year there is nothing worth taking into 
account. At seventy-three years I partly understood the structure of animals, birds, insects, and fishes, 
and the life of grasses and plants. And so, at eighty-six I shall progress further; at ninety I shall even 
further penetrate their secret meaning, and by one hundred I shall perhaps truly have reached the level 
of the marvelous and divine. When I am one hundred and ten, each dot, each line will possess a life of 
its own.” 

 

On his deathbed, he’s said to have claimed, “If only Heaven will give me just another ten years… Just 
another five more years, then I could become a real painter.” In his lifetime, he created over 30,000 
works of art. 

 

 

 



Art Element -  

Line—A line is a mark made by a pointed tool— brush, pencil, stick, pen, etc.—and is often defined as 
a moving dot. Line often suggests movement in a drawing or painting. Contour lines outline the edges of 
forms or shapes and actually describe shapes/forms in the simplest way. Implied lines direct the eye to 
focal points. Japanese art is very linear and often contains both contour lines and implied lines. 

 

Art Principle -  

Balance—Balance refers to the distribution of visual weight in a work of art, and is either symmetrical 
or asymmetrical. When elements on both sides of a central vertical line are similar in shape, weight, 
value, and color, the design is in symmetrical balance. Asymmetrical balance involves two sides that are 
dissimilar, yet have equal visual weight. An artist may also use position in a composition to create 
asymmetrical balance. Finally, the eye direction of figures in a work causes the viewer to look at another 
part of the composition. This lends visual weight to that part and helps to achieve balance. Japanese art 
favors asymmetrical balance, which often occurs along a diagonal line or axis. Open or empty space may 
serve to balance elements on the opposite side of an axis. 

 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

Ukiyo-e – literally means “pictures of the Floating World.” A genre of Japanese art popular from the 17th 
Century through the 19th Century. Usually woodblock prints or paintings of the contemporary life and 
world of the artist. Popular subjects were famous kabuki actors, landscapes, folk tales, and pictures from 
nature. 

Manga – published art manuals and drawing guides. Hokusai published a total of fifteen volumes (three 
published posthumously) of these manga, with thousands of sketches and caricatures. 

Shogun – the military dictator of Japan. Supposedly appointed by the Emperor of Japan, the shogun 
ruled the country and held all military power. 

Sakoku – isolationist foreign policy of the Japanese Tokugawa shogunate. During this period, relations 
and trade between Japan and all other countries was strictly limited. Except for strictly delineated 
trading zones, all non-Japanese people were banned from entering the country and no Japanese people 
could leave. Sakoku was in place from 1633-1853. 

Woodblock printing – a technique used both for printing single artworks and also for printing books. The 
text or image is drawn on thin paper, which is glued to a block of wood. Then the wood around the lines 
is chiseled away, leaving only a negative. 

 

 



 

“Fine Wind, Clear Morning,” from Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji 

 

Line –  

• contour lines (lines on the outside of a shape – for example, the mountain) 
• lines of movement 

Balance –  

• Is the painting symmetrical or asymmetrical? (asymmetrical - it’s not visually balanced along 
a vertical line) 

• How does the artist create equal visual weight in the painting?  
o Contrast of warm and cool tones.  
o Contrast of patterns versus solid color   



 

“Three Women Playing Instruments” ink and color on silk 

 

Line –  

• use of curvilinear contour lines in the garments 
o repetition of line in patterns on clothing 

• contrast of straight lines from musical instruments 

 

Balance –  

• how does the artist use texture and pattern to create visual weight?  
• Is the painting symmetrical, or asymmetrical? 

 



 

Egrets from Quick Lessons in Simplified Drawing (from his manga, or published drawing guides) 

• This and the second manga artwork are primarily for discussion of element of line.  
• Strong contour lines with black ink of varying thicknesses. 
• How does Hokusai use line to create movement? 

 



 

From  Manga Volume 4 - Animals 

 

Line – using contour line and implied line to create movement.  



 

The Ghost of Oiwa  

From One Hundred Ghost Tales 

 

 

Points for discussion: 

 

Line – how does the artist use lines in the work? – repetition, contour, expression 



 

 

The Great Wave at Kanagawa Katsushika Hokusai, 1829 (Edo Period), brocade print (ink on paper) from 
the series “The Thirty-Six Views of Mt.Fuji,” 14-1/2” x 9-1/4”, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 

 

 

SCANNING: The Great Wave at Kanagawa Katsushika Hokusai, 1829 (Edo Period), brocade print (ink on 
paper) from the series “The Thirty-Six Views of Mt.Fuji,” 14-1/2” x 9-1/4”, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York The Japanese have always been aware of how vulnerable their island nation is to natural 
forces such as earthquakes, typhoons and tsunamis. In the landscape prints, nature becomes the main 
subject. Here, in what is probably the most widely known ukiyo-e print in the world, the great wave has 
become a symbol of the sea, of strength and of the power of nature. The diagonal lines of the waves and 
boats create a feeling of motion and action. The asymmetrical composition emphasizes the scale and 
power of the wave in contrast to the calm in the other half of the print. The outlines on the white foam 
of the waves reinforce the surging power of the water. In the distance is the peak of Mt. Fuji, which is 
regarded as sacred. Although it is small in comparison to the wave, it has a symbolic weight that creates 
a uniquely Japanese sense of balance. The overwhelming wave frames the mountain, but the role of Mt. 
Fuji is critical to the composition’s theme and message. The scene in the foreground represents a single 
fleeting moment in time juxtopposed to the permanence of Mt. Fuji in the background. The wave will 
fall in an instant, replaced by another wave, and then another, but Mt. Fuji remains. Thus we are 
reminded that nature is an active force, but not always a benevolent one towards humans. The fate of 



the humans in the three boats seems uncertain. The repetition of shapes contributes to the sense of 
balance in this piece. The white finger like shapes and the light blue arcs of the waves repeat, as do the 
larger triangular shapes of the waves, mountain and even the cloud in the background. Fun Fact: This 
print was the inspiration for Debussy’s La Mer 

 

 

Scanning Questions  

 

 

Art Elements: What you see.  

Line  

Name the type of lines you see. (Outlines, diagonals, curves.)  

Where did the artist use outlines? (On the waves, the water, the boats.)  

 

Art Principles: How the elements are arranged.  

Balance 

 

If the mountain represents permanence, what object represents change? (The wave.)  

What makes this an asymmetrically balanced? (The two sides are different but equal in visual weight.)  


